UI ‘essential projects’ likely to go unfunded

By Kirk Brown

UI officials claim Gov. Terry Branstad’s proposed state spending plan is so small that it would likely result in a state budget of less than $10 billion for fiscal year 2016. Earlier this week UIVice President for Finance Dennis Elsas predicted the UI’sexpectations for more than $1 million in state capital appropriations for fiscal 2016 in the Iowa Legislature’s Joint Committee on Appropriations. Elsas said the university’s financial situation, which is projected to have a $20 million deficit, will be discussed during the session. The university’s additional revenue was to be completed in January. The university, he said, is the only one in the country to have received a funding increase from the state in the last two years.

Savings in the state budget would likely mean that state appropriation requests, the appropriations are based on anticipated future projects, which include:

- $8.6 million in equipment for the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics.
- $13.7 million in stateappropriations for Fiscal 2016 in the Iowa Legislature’s Joint Committee on Appropriations.
- $10.2 million in state appropriations for Fiscal 2016 in the Iowa Legislature’s Joint Committee on Appropriations.
- $5.7 million in state appropriations for Fiscal 2016 in the Iowa Legislature’s Joint Committee on Appropriations.
- $2.2 million in state appropriations for Fiscal 2016 in the Iowa Legislature’s Joint Committee on Appropriations.

Glenn promises help for farmers

By Greg Philby

President Ronald Reagan has promised help for farmers who are struggling with the low price of corn. "I've talked to a lot of farmers and they're concerned," said the president. "I understand the problem and I want to help them." The president announced during a visit to Iowa City that he would work with Congress to find a solution. "I will not stand idly by while our farmers suffer," he said. "We will take action to help them."

Glenn claims small-town values, feels ‘at home’ as he tours Iowa

By Mark Landwehr

The small-town values and rural lifestyle of Iowa’s farming community are evident in the way Glenn speaks. "I’ve always been a farmer," he said. "I understand the challenges and the issues that farmers face." Glenn, who is running for governor, recently visited a small town in the heart of the state. "I was able to connect with the people and see the hard work they do," he said. "I was able to see the spirit and the determination of Iowa farmers."}

Cranton sees third slot in polls as a political advantage in Iowa

By Steve Sanders

Sen. Joni Ernst, R-Iowa, gave thanks for her support on the campaign trail. "I am so grateful for your support," she said. "I am so thankful for our dedicated volunteers."

Ernst, a former army helicopter pilot, is running for re-election in a tough battle against Democratic incumbent Bruce Braley. "I am confident we will win," she said. "I am confident we will continue to serve the people of Iowa in the United States Senate."
Guerrillas fire into Israel

JERUSALEM - Guerrillas fired rocket-propelled grenades and automatic weapons into the middle of Jerusalem on Thursday, the first such attack from Lebanon in several months, police said.

The attack was the latest in a series of incidents that have raised concerns about the security situation in the region.

Cosmonauts space mission

MOSCOW - Three Soviet cosmonauts maneuvered their Soyuz spacecraft Thursday morning to dock with the United States' Skylab station, the official news agency Tass said.

It was the first manned space mission by the two countries, and Russia and the United States have signed an agreement to cooperate in space exploration.

Jackson's UI visit starts his Iowa campaign effort

By Jeff Eidson

Democratic presidential candidate Rev. Jesse Jackson will kick off his Iowa campaign today at the Old Town Building.

Jackson's supporters opened their first field office in Des Moines, and Jackson himself plans to open an office in Iowa City at 10 a.m. He will speak to the Iowa Legislative Black Caucus at 11 a.m.

Jackson, who is considered the frontrunner in Iowa politics, has been struggling to win support in the state.

MEACHAM'S European sales

$550 per

MEACHAM'S

For a limited time...Over 100 acres in the Omaha area

If you want something done right, you have to do it yourself. This is one of the University of Iowa's most important principles. And that's why we're here. We're the student government. We're here to represent you. We're here to make things happen. We're here to make a difference. We're here to make a difference in the lives of all Iowa students.

Join us and be a part of something special. Together we can do anything.
Weekend Campus service okayed

By Dave Powers

The administration announced yesterday that service would be okayed on weekends, but the resolution is subject to a recommendation of the board of regents on topics ranging from matters of the University of Michigan's board operations to the American Studies department. The decision was based on recommendations from the board of regents.

On campus

IF you want something done right...

The importance of a well-designed computer network cannot be overstated. The University of Michigan's board of regents awarded the contract for the network to IBM, but the administration is still evaluating the proposal.

The administration is concerned about the network's ability to meet the needs of the university's students, faculty, and staff. The network must be able to support a wide range of applications, from email and calendar services to online course registration and financial aid processing.

The administration is also concerned about the network's scalability. As the university grows, the network must be able to support additional users and services without sacrificing performance. The administration has requested that IBM provide a detailed plan for the network's scalability.

The administration is also concerned about the network's security. The network must be able to protect the university's data from unauthorized access and ensure the confidentiality of sensitive information.

The administration is also concerned about the network's cost. The administration has requested that IBM provide a detailed cost breakdown, including the cost of hardware, software, and support services.

The administration is also concerned about the network's performance. The network must be able to provide reliable and fast service to all users, regardless of location. The administration has requested that IBM provide performance benchmarks and test results.

The administration is also concerned about the network's support. The administration has requested that IBM provide a detailed plan for network support, including the availability of technical support personnel and the response time for support requests.

The administration is also concerned about the network's ease of use. The network must be easy to use for all users, including students, faculty, and staff. The administration has requested that IBM provide a detailed plan for user training and support.

The administration is also concerned about the network's integration. The network must be able to integrate with other systems and services, such as the university's email, calendar, and course registration systems. The administration has requested that IBM provide a detailed plan for network integration.

The administration is also concerned about the network's sustainability. The network must be designed to be environmentally sustainable, with a focus on reducing energy consumption and minimizing waste. The administration has requested that IBM provide a detailed plan for network sustainability.

The administration is also concerned about the network's innovation. The network must be designed to support innovative applications and services, such as cloud computing and virtualization. The administration has requested that IBM provide a detailed plan for network innovation.

The administration is also concerned about the network's flexibility. The network must be designed to be flexible, with the ability to adapt to changing user needs and technology trends. The administration has requested that IBM provide a detailed plan for network flexibility.

The administration is also concerned about the network's openness. The network must be designed to be open, with the ability to integrate with other open source and standards-based systems.

The administration is also concerned about the network's performance. The network must be able to provide reliable and fast service to all users, regardless of location. The administration has requested that IBM provide performance benchmarks and test results.

The administration is also concerned about the network's support. The administration has requested that IBM provide a detailed plan for network support, including the availability of technical support personnel and the response time for support requests.

The administration is also concerned about the network's ease of use. The network must be easy to use for all users, including students, faculty, and staff. The administration has requested that IBM provide a detailed plan for user training and support.

The administration is also concerned about the network's integration. The network must be able to integrate with other systems and services, such as the university's email, calendar, and course registration systems. The administration has requested that IBM provide a detailed plan for network integration.

The administration is also concerned about the network's sustainability. The network must be designed to be environmentally sustainable, with a focus on reducing energy consumption and minimizing waste. The administration has requested that IBM provide a detailed plan for network sustainability.

The administration is also concerned about the network's innovation. The network must be designed to support innovative applications and services, such as cloud computing and virtualization. The administration has requested that IBM provide a detailed plan for network innovation.

The administration is also concerned about the network's flexibility. The network must be designed to be flexible, with the ability to adapt to changing user needs and technology trends. The administration has requested that IBM provide a detailed plan for network flexibility.

The administration is also concerned about the network's openness. The network must be designed to be open, with the ability to integrate with other open source and standards-based systems.
9 of 10 Iowans lack knowledge of CPR

By Christine Walsh

The Johnson County Board of Supervisors approved a $45,000 increase in this line item in the county budget to pay for training in the crisis.

The number of deaths from heart attack is, according to of all deaths this year, according to the American Heart Association, is less than 1 percent of the population. Many of these deaths are the result of heart attack, which can be successfully resuscitated if medical attention is given early enough.

"The Women of Alpha Chi Omega wish to congratulate all NEW INITIATES! We Love You!"

Here's a BIG EXTRA from the WORLD's SMALLEST STEREO CASSETTE PLAYER

SUPER WALKMAN® 10 CELEBRATION

Get a FREE Tee or Ski Shirt and Poster only with the purchase of a Sony Super Walkman® WM-10 or WM-F10 personal portable stereo between Feb. 10-22, 1984.

See the Sony Dealer below for full details… today!

The cost of burying poor rises

By Christine Walsh

The Johnson County Board of Supervisors approved a $45,000 increase in this line item in the county budget to pay for training in the crisis.

The number of deaths from heart attack is, according to of all deaths this year, according to the American Heart Association, is less than 1 percent of the population. Many of these deaths are the result of heart attack, which can be successfully resuscitated if medical attention is given early enough."
**Metro**

**Workshops focus on ‘family blending’**

By Joie Grant

At a recent seminar, many couples reported feeling “stuck together” half the time, if at all, and breathing heavily with no sign of relief in sight. The seminar offered a new way to blend families, called “family blending.”

**Domestic dispute leads to turnabout assault charges**

By Patricia Reuter

Two men were arrested in Des Moines on Wednesday, April 12, after a domestic dispute turned violent. The men, both 30, were allegedly involved in a fight that resulted in one of them being assaulted.

**Two injured in car-pole collision**

By Patricia Reuter

Two individuals were injured in a collision on Wednesday, April 12, involving a car and a utility pole. The driver of the car was taken to the hospital with non-life-threatening injuries.

**Courts**

County District Court

The court held a hearing on Wednesday, April 12, to determine the next steps in a civil case involving two neighbors.

**Police**

A two-year-old child was reported missing on Wednesday, April 12, and authorities are currently searching for the child.

**Garage Sale**

Let people know with a Daily Iowan Classified.

**Libraries seek records protection**

**Dayton Beach for Spring Break**

**Deal**

$50.00

**RESUMES COPIED**

$18.50.

**Coastal Tours**

**CD**

**Plli**

**How To Spark a Romance for $599**

**Bear Your Soul this Valentine’s Day**

**With a Stuffed Animal**

From the IMU Bookstore.
The Deily Iowan

The new and kept ahead of everyone into detail.

The mission was fraught with nothing but hazard. It was decided to pull the Marines out of Lebanon.

The experience I had told me the mission to do was well.

The Democrats' House.

We're going to wait but two seconds and that's about it.

Although Glenn, WQP, appears to be this year's first to become the First American to visit the north, both in last voting and white. He is outspoken about every subject except President Reagan and Republican politics. "On win him to be a final term, to be a final step as we could have a crew of approximately 20 people who went to have driven through the town. The move out members of the First American on the same one, but Glenn seemed pretty in proving the case.

Glenn mentioned briefly the role of the equipment costs. The present plant will become obsolete.

We're going to break the public and break our promise to keep the existing power plant.

Regardless of Mr. enter an annual appeal campaign, Hampshire will reside outside, responding to Hampshire's political order.

Finally, closer again, the Republicans' volunteer is to participate in the primaries. The campaign will revolve around the whole principle. Those who can afford that

Cranston

Reagan's economic policies, which he inherited from the new, death industry as well as abroad, were being driven by the Reagan administration. Since our tax cuts to keep the existing power plant.

The government has no more controls. When the money was

Journey to the land of Glenn told The

Blessing house, President Reagan's decision was made by the House in a vote in the way of a decision. The House was told to strike the House. The decision was taken to strike the House.

The Reagan administration was moved to strike the House, after Mr. Graham's words that the House was all going to live on the same planet together.

Above all, the Reagan administration was moved to strike the House, after Mr. Graham's words that the House was all going to live on the same planet together.

Funding

The legislation, as expected, did not treat the project.

I can't know what the project.

The US has also expanded ESA's Water Plant to contain in the next month's budget.

We're going to wait but two seconds and that's about it.

There is no one but innocents who did not exist, and that is to say that most people are probably very happy, and not more people and a lot of change, and don't.

Valentine Bargain Lovers

Buy a Bra and Garter Belt and you get the Panty FREE!

Other conception specials

Goose 7

Danskins $3 & $5

Robes as low as $2.00

P R A N G E

intimate apparel!

The Savannah Mall Shopping Center

Hwy 6-5 at First Ave
317-4800


Valentines, Beare Your Lov

Rainbow Bear Co.

100 East Ivy, 6 Bypass

Rainbow Bear Co.

Valentine's Day, Feb. 14th

With forever friends, cuddly bears, B.B.L.'s themed Realted Valentines and Frendly Bears.

Rainbow Bear Co.

100 East Ivy, 6 Bypass

Don't let this happen to YOUR Valentine!!

Petitions are available for

STUDENT SENATE ELECTIONS

March 12 & 13

in the Office of Campus Programming (8 am-noon, 1-5 pm, Mon-Fri)

and Student Activities Center IMU.

(8 am-5 pm, Monday-Friday, 1-5 pm, Sat-Sun)

Petitions will be available from Thursday, Feb. 16-Wednesday, Feb. 22.

Mandatory Candidates' Meeting

Monday, Feb. 20, 1 pm in 203 Gilmore Hall

Petitions will be due at this meeting.

HAKI R. MADHUBUTI

Author of EARTHQUAKES AND SUNRISE MISSIONS

PURDUE UNIVERSITY PRESS, BLACKRENEAL

ENEMIES: THE CRASH OF RACES and other books.

February 13, 1984

7:00 PM: LETURE:

"The Unfound Ivory Tablet and Its Contemmporaries"

BOOK WAYS A T H E M E.

BARRY WHITE / CHARLIE WAX

Funding
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Regulate or suffer

A new study in health policy in those who have heart disease may also reveal that, tested on animals, dietol did in could be be harmful to be heart attack when the inner block. The study, which is the first of its kind, shows that the dietol is to blame for heart attack, and treatments are beginning to be considered.

One of the participating researchers, Dr. George Lee, revealed that the findings of the latest study may make it imperative to either regulate the release of these toxic chemicals, or to sell the study's consequence.

Veron Hurler
New editor

Can luck prevail?

Having finally left the Mansions to Lebanon to keep a place that didn't exist, and having said repeatedly up to including a few days ago that I would not surrender, President Reagan has now announced that the Blacks will be expelled from U.S. colleges. This decision is based on the fact that the Blacks have been and are projected to be expelled.

The new order by the Interior Secretary's assertion that it is not for the purpose of his own personal gain, but only to the extent that the Blacks have been and are projected to be expelled.

The Interior Secretary's assertion that it is not for the purpose of his own personal gain, was based on the fact that the Blacks have been and are projected to be expelled.

Michael Humes
New editor

S C U B E M E, O H, you're right! I'm still a student, and I think it's time for me to take a break from school. I should be more like you, doing my homework on time and getting good grades. I'm just a bit scattered.

Hey, you're right! I'm still a student, and I think it's time for me to take a break from school. I should be more like you, doing my homework on time and getting good grades. I'm just a bit scattered.

Well, you're right! I'm still a student, and I think it's time for me to take a break from school. I should be more like you, doing my homework on time and getting good grades. I'm just a bit scattered.

Well, you're right! I'm still a student, and I think it's time for me to take a break from school. I should be more like you, doing my homework on time and getting good grades. I'm just a bit scattered.

Corey comment offends socialist

By Zachary Khan

I S A LICYCLES editor in Larry Cory's, director of the Mid­

Atlantic Action Committee (Feb. 8, 1977) who I learned to be a "dumb

3rd-rate". As a reader, I was not impressed.

That's what I'm going to say.

The anti-democratic actions of the National Socialist Party and other Nazi virtues, the United States, and the Nazi virtues of the American government of President Amin Gemayel, whose "National Socialist Party," may have been done on the basis of their activities, including the sale of dioxin-free soil, have caused a sensation among environmentalists.

The American government of President Amin Gemayel, whose "National Socialist Party," may have been done on the basis of their activities, including the sale of dioxin-free soil, have caused a sensation among environmentalists.

The American government of President Amin Gemayel, whose "National Socialist Party," may have been done on the basis of their activities, including the sale of dioxin-free soil, have caused a sensation among environmentalists.

The American government of President Amin Gemayel, whose "National Socialist Party," may have been done on the basis of their activities, including the sale of dioxin-free soil, have caused a sensation among environmentalists.

Letters

Audacious charade

To the editor:

Another editor's piece for the name of the "poodle" really took the bull by the horns.

Comments... I can't believe there really is a poodle out there... I can't believe there really is a poodle out there... I can't believe there really is a poodle out there... I can't believe there really is a poodle out there... I can't believe there really is a poodle out there...

Linda Schoppe

\---

Bum baffled by Pennsylvania Ave.

The Interior Secretary's assertion that it is not for the purpose of his own personal gain, was based on the fact that the Blacks have been and are projected to be expelled.

The Interior Secretary's assertion that it is not for the purpose of his own personal gain, was based on the fact that the Blacks have been and are projected to be expelled.

The Interior Secretary's assertion that it is not for the purpose of his own personal gain, was based on the fact that the Blacks have been and are projected to be expelled.

The Interior Secretary's assertion that it is not for the purpose of his own personal gain, was based on the fact that the Blacks have been and are projected to be expelled.

The Interior Secretary's assertion that it is not for the purpose of his own personal gain, was based on the fact that the Blacks have been and are projected to be expelled.
Journalists, liberals blacklisted by USIA

WASHINGTON (CNS) — The USIA said Wednesday it is黑名单ng 50 people, including Walter Cronkite, Ralph Nader and Coretta Scott King, because they were "subversives or statists".

Representative Norman D. Long, the Democratic chairman of the panel which investigated USIA operations, said he was "disappointed and discouraged" that the committee had failed to get the full cooperation of the USIA.

The USIA, a federal agency that provides information about the United States to the world, is "a political organization that is controlled by subversives and statists," Long said.

The committee, in a report issued today, said that the list of blacklisted people included: Robert G. Brown, a former president of the American Federation of Labor; Robert L. Martin, a former United Farm Workers leader; and Robert V. Bradley, a former president of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.

The committee said that the list of blacklisted people included: Robert G. Brown, a former president of the American Federation of Labor; Robert L. Martin, a former United Farm Workers leader; and Robert V. Bradley, a former president of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
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Hawkeye gymnasts tumble Illinois

By knorr

It was a totally different story Thursday night when the Iowa women's gymnastics program showed its stuff against the University of Illinois. The Hawkeyes, who had lost in Champaign by just one point to the Illini earlier this month, defeated Illinois 198.85 to 198.80.

"We just have to clean up after ourselves and we'll be fine," said Iowa's coach, Ed Boillingers.

"We all have to clean up and try to make sure that we don't make the same mistakes we did last week," added Linda Tramita, the team captain.

The Hawkeyes seemed to be in control from the start, putting seven out of their eight team members in the top 10 of their respective divisions.

"It was a great day for us," said Tramita. "We really needed this win and I think we showed that we can be competitive at this level."
Hawkeyes look to pay back Illinois

By Greg Johnson

At the beginning of the Illinois basketball season, no one gave the Hawkeyes much of a chance. But they've worked their way up to the No. 15 ranking, despite a lack of star power.

"We will surprise a lot of people," said coach Gary Williams. "You can't say we're a bunch of little kids." The Hawkeyes are currently 13-2 overall, including a 4-1 record in the Big Ten.

In their most recent game, the Hawkeyes beat Michigan State, 73-71, in overtime. The win extended their conference record to 4-1.

"We're playing with a lot of heart and a lot of guts," said Williams. "We're not going to back down from anybody."

Hawks eye another run at national tournament

Iowa vs. Illinois

Predicted starting line-ups

Iowa

Michael Finley, 5-11, Junior, Greg Stroem, 6-7, Jr. Brand Curley, 5-11, Junior, Tony Baronek, 6-2, Junior, Bruce Douglas, 6-0, Soph, Derek Carter, 6-3, Soph, Don Boyes, 6-2, Soph.

 Illinois

Stevens, 6-6, Soph, Doug Allen, 6-9, Soph, O'Shaughnessy, 6-4, Junior, Bruce Dickson, 6-5, Soph, Jerry Hassard, 6-9, Soph, Coach: Lou Henson, 6-7, Soph, Coach: Lou Henson.

Iowa and Illinois meet in the nation's capital this weekend, looking to compete in the NCAA tournament.

"We're excited to play in the Big Ten tournament," said Williams. "It's a great opportunity to run good teams and get a chance to compete in the NCAA tournament."

Hawks eye another run at national tournament

"We're not going to back down from anybody," said Williams. "We're going to play hard and give it our all."

Hawkeyes send ten to 'super meet'

By Matt Pymison

Tennis stars from across the nation will converge on the University of Iowa this weekend for the Midwest Regional Championships. The meet, which will include some of the top players in the country, is set for Friday through Sunday.

"We're excited to host this event," said coach Gary Williams. "It's a great opportunity to compete with the best in the country."

The Hawkeyes, who are currently ranked 13th in the nation, are expected to host a strong field of competitors.

"We're looking forward to competing with the best in the country," said Williams. "It's a great opportunity to measure ourselves against the best in the nation."

The meet will feature singles and doubles matches, as well as team competitions.

"We're looking forward to the competition," said Williams. "It's a great opportunity to measure ourselves against the best in the country."

The meet will be held at the University of Iowa Tennis Center, located on the east side of the campus.

"We're excited to host this event," said Williams. "It's a great opportunity to compete with the best in the country."

The meet will feature singles and doubles matches, as well as team competitions.

"We're looking forward to competing with the best in the country," said Williams. "It's a great opportunity to measure ourselves against the best in the nation."

The meet will be held at the University of Iowa Tennis Center, located on the east side of the campus.

"We're excited to host this event," said Williams. "It's a great opportunity to compete with the best in the country."

The meet will feature singles and doubles matches, as well as team competitions.

"We're looking forward to competing with the best in the country," said Williams. "It's a great opportunity to measure ourselves against the best in the nation."

The meet will be held at the University of Iowa Tennis Center, located on the east side of the campus.

"We're excited to host this event," said Williams. "It's a great opportunity to compete with the best in the country."

The meet will feature singles and doubles matches, as well as team competitions.

"We're looking forward to competing with the best in the country," said Williams. "It's a great opportunity to measure ourselves against the best in the nation."

The meet will be held at the University of Iowa Tennis Center, located on the east side of the campus.

"We're excited to host this event," said Williams. "It's a great opportunity to compete with the best in the country."

The meet will feature singles and doubles matches, as well as team competitions.

"We're looking forward to competing with the best in the country," said Williams. "It's a great opportunity to measure ourselves against the best in the nation."

The meet will be held at the University of Iowa Tennis Center, located on the east side of the campus.

"We're excited to host this event," said Williams. "It's a great opportunity to compete with the best in the country."

The meet will feature singles and doubles matches, as well as team competitions.

"We're looking forward to competing with the best in the country," said Williams. "It's a great opportunity to measure ourselves against the best in the nation."

The meet will be held at the University of Iowa Tennis Center, located on the east side of the campus.

"We're excited to host this event," said Williams. "It's a great opportunity to compete with the best in the country."

The meet will feature singles and doubles matches, as well as team competitions.

"We're looking forward to competing with the best in the country," said Williams. "It's a great opportunity to measure ourselves against the best in the nation."

The meet will be held at the University of Iowa Tennis Center, located on the east side of the campus.

"We're excited to host this event," said Williams. "It's a great opportunity to compete with the best in the country."

The meet will feature singles and doubles matches, as well as team competitions.

"We're looking forward to competing with the best in the country," said Williams. "It's a great opportunity to measure ourselves against the best in the nation."

The meet will be held at the University of Iowa Tennis Center, located on the east side of the campus.

"We're excited to host this event," said Williams. "It's a great opportunity to compete with the best in the country."

The meet will feature singles and doubles matches, as well as team competitions.

"We're looking forward to competing with the best in the country," said Williams. "It's a great opportunity to measure ourselves against the best in the nation."

The meet will be held at the University of Iowa Tennis Center, located on the east side of the campus.
Meyer’s final visit to Notre Dame seen as ‘family reunion’ by Phelps

NEW YORK, NY (UPI) — Toby Phelps, who handles both success and disappointment. "He’s been a great coach and a great person," said Morgan, the former All-American left-handed pitcher who was signed by the Blue Jays last August.

"I don’t think there’s any coach in the world who’s been more effective than Morgan," said Phelps. "He’s always been a great role model for me."

Morgan said he has always been prepare to play at a higher level, and he handled both success and disappointment. "He’s been a great coach and a great person," said Morgan, the former All-American left-handed pitcher who was signed by the Blue Jays last August.

"I don’t think there’s any coach in the world who’s been more effective than Morgan," said Phelps. "He’s always been a great role model for me."

Harrah looks ahead to Yankee challenge

"I look at this Yankee team as being as good as any in baseball," says newly-acquired infielder Toby Harrah. "They have the best talent, and they’re able to keep it together for the first time in my career."

The Mill is known for

Cheese Manicotti, Beef Manicotti, Ravioli, Tortellini, Lasagne, Spaghetti Pizza, Submarine Sandwiches and
FRIDAY NIGHT Chuck Henderson — NO COVER —

SATURDAY NIGHT BOX
The 1st of the Musical School Band

Great Food
Great Entertainment
The Best Combination in Town!

THE MILL
126 E. Burlington
No Cover

Advertise in the Di Classifieds

GAMES NIGHTS Monday, Tuesday, Wednesdays

I RISK

Free instruction for beginners on specific nights and by appointment

call 335-3075 or 353-5325

watch personals for more info

Red Stallion Lounge
Live Country Rock-Night's
Tonight & Saturday
BROKEN SPOKE
Private Party Accommodations Available
Ext. 242 (8-00) one block
United Yankees Truck Stop

ANNOUNCING THE $1.39 PIZZA
Get into the good of it with a mini-pizza and any one topping for ONLY $1.39!
Good all day Sunday.

MAZZIO’S PIZZA
GET INTO THE THICK OF IT

Wendy’s
Wendy’s VS.
The only guy who gives you the most for your money. Who really cares if you’ve got a great food and service really eat into the value of a meal? Wendy’s gives you the most for your money. Whether you’re eating in or ordering out, we’ve got your back. Wendy’s is your #1 choice when it comes to satisfaction. We have the best combinations in town! Wendy’s is your #1 choice when it comes to satisfaction. We have the best combinations in town!


**Sports**

**Perimeter play critical for Iowa**

By Thomas M. Jagen

Iowans look to extend perimeter play against Purdue, according to Stringer.

"There will be a lot quicker on defense," Pike said. "The Hawkeyes have to make a lot quicker adjustments to their perimeter players to be effective."

Tarkenton will return for the game against Iowa State, while Stringer will play sparingly. "Last year we had Tarkenton playing a lot of minutes, and that's all he was doing," Stringer said. "We're not sure what we can do with our perimeter players." Pike added.

"The Hawkeyes will be a lot quicker on defense," Stringer said. "It's a lot easier to play defense when you have perimeter players."

The Hawkeyes need a couple of perimeter players to improve on defense and improve their chances of winning.

"We have to make a lot quicker adjustments to our perimeter players to be effective," Pike said.

**Hawks look to extend Cycloplane jinx**

By Jeff Walz

Nothing could happen this weekend when the Iowa men's tennis team plays at its first two duals of the season. For Coach Steve Hawley, that's a good thing. But for the Hawkeyes, it means there's still work to be done.

"We're not sure what we can do with our perimeter players," Hawley said. "We need to make quicker adjustments to our perimeter players to be effective." Pike added.

"The Hawkeyes will be a lot quicker on defense," Stringer said. "It's a lot easier to play defense when you have perimeter players."

The Hawkeyes need a couple of perimeter players to improve on defense and improve their chances of winning.

"We have to make a lot quicker adjustments to our perimeter players to be effective," Hawley said.
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Box Office

Ooly will cocaine You-Can-Eat EN TINES of tickets on sale at noon.

ENTRIES LANDSLIDE.


Camivll

PIau.

San Western Conference Chicago Bolton

Attorney asks jury to indict MacTavish

TCHOU from South Jersey, Mass. (UPI)

en race on the day of each Friday, until 20 minutes after the bidding tickets on sale at noon.

SUNRISE SPECIAL

$1 Margaritas

$1 Tacos

La Fiesta and Lounge

213 1st Ave., Coralville 321-2646

Lounge is open daily 11-2am; Sun. Noon-10pm.

Home: "I'm

that the

America; he stayed on the sidelines the rest of the night and did not participate in the game.

Fisco's, Shady Grove, Warren, and Pettersson settled for the lower brackets.

Mary Doctor of Medicine, who won the best book award on the second day.

The top 15 finishers all bolstered the previous Olympic record of 2:38.7.

MacTavish, 25, a native of London, England, will play for the South Jersey County with 31 goals and was highly recommended by a player coach who has said much about their performance.

Iowa.

Gable's 320 E. Washington

OASIS

TONIGHT & SATURDAY

BEATLEMANIA

continues!

BEATLE BUBBLE 9-12

Doors Open at 9

Playing the Beat of the Beatles, plus more, All About It!

COMING CONCERTS:

BLUE ROOM

MORELLA • ROBERT CRAY

and

DR. DEMENTO'S WEIRD AL

LA FIESTA

SUNDAY SPECIAL

$1 Margaritas

$1 Tacos

La Fiesta

213 1st Ave., Coralville 321-2646

Lounge is open daily 11-2am; Sun. Noon-10pm.

and operating "the best of the best from the land, on the water, on the road and on the air.
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Chicago-based Phil 'n' the Blanks brings acclaimed act to Wheelroom

By Kevin Parks

AFTER TWO successful initial productions, the Wheelroom分数线s welcomes its biggest name act yet. The Blanks take on the Wheelroom stage.

The Blanks have been Revered Chicago music fans since they first played in 1999 and the result is a very large and enthusiastic following. The band's unique sound incorporates elements of rock, blues, and soul that make them a force to be reckoned with.

Symphony needs dynamic control

By Lisa Harrison

THERE ARE occasions in which, that, when currently involved, one can really play great performances. There were such occasions on Wednesday night when the University Symphony performed in William Audubon.

These young performers are obviously musical wunderkinds, but they lack the sense of dynamics and balance that would bring their performances to a higher level. The music was well played and the orchestra was very well balanced, but the performance was not quite as entertaining as it could have been.

Music

But when there genuinely responded moments came, they were magical. The woodwinds, especially, had this infectious bounce and sense of line. And in the Ravel Piano Concerto for the Left Hand, the performers were so close to the ideal performance that it was hard to believe it was not a live performance.

William Hoffer's "Intermezzo" on the other hand, was a more subdued piece, beautifully balanced and emotionally interpreted and performed to the full extent of the composer's intentions.

Habib's originally composed "Expanding Matrix" is an ode to the era of minimalism in the century. Several months later the composer added material to it and made it a forerunner of the piece for the orchestra. In the second movement, the orchestra is more involved in the music, and in the first movement, the orchestra is able to create more sensuous moments.

The most successful piece of the evening, however, was the lyrical "Symphony" by the composer's father, the world-renowned George Hoffer, which was performed with great sensitivity as well as an emotional power that was very moving and affecting.

Night life

Phil 'n' the Blanks

Music

But when there genuinely responded moments came, they were magical. The woodwinds, especially, had this infectious bounce and sense of line. And in the Ravel Piano Concerto for the Left Hand, the performers were so close to the ideal performance that it was hard to believe it was not a live performance.

William Hoffer's "Intermezzo" on the other hand, was a more subdued piece, beautifully balanced and emotionally interpreted and performed to the full extent of the composer's intentions.

Habib's originally composed "Expanding Matrix" is an ode to the era of minimalism in the century. Several months later the composer added material to it and made it a forerunner of the piece for the orchestra. In the second movement, the orchestra is more involved in the music, and in the first movement, the orchestra is able to create more sensuous moments.

The most successful piece of the evening, however, was the lyrical "Symphony" by the composer's father, the world-renowned George Hoffer, which was performed with great sensitivity as well as an emotional power that was very moving and affecting.

Experience the unique atmosphere at the Line Tavern

1 Bottles of Heineken

$1 Bottles of Heineken

Don't Drink and Drive

A Reminder From The Iowa's Auto Dealers

prairie lights books

"Best bookstore within hundreds of miles."

15. S. Dubuque 307-2661

Movies on campus

Believer. It's true. Now, America's hottest movie stars. Marva McAllister (B.D. Hyman) and Richard Boston (Tommy Bell) write a love song together. A couple of boys with a twin-girl dream. Then one day, Marva McAllister is found dead. Richard Boston must find the killer. And he knows who has the keys: a group of kids - the college's own "Killer Kids." With a little help from a mad scientist and a headstrong reporter, Boston solves the mystery. It's all true - now at the Wheelroom.
Arts and entertainment

T.G.I.F.

Movies on campus

Below is Naxos, another film from John Sayles. It stars Debra Winger and a couple of high school kids who fall in love. The film is about a daughter of a mill owner. Screening is 6:30 p.m. Wednesday at 121 Sanger.

Fires

Duo uses intimate approach to American popular music

By John Varvatos

American popular songs at Handel Auditorium Sunday afternoon at 3

Music

SOME AUDIENCES miss the "Broadway girl's" tough, according to Bolcom. "They're the brunettes who don't sing too much."

The Oxford University Press is offering an English language course for children. Since "Butterfly" by Alban Berg on Sunday afternoon at 11:30 a.m. at the English Language Institute at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor and Friday at 8:30 p.m. at Michigan's performing arts center on the University of Michigan campus.

Unjust Turkey inspires 'Yol

By Craig Varvatos

The "T" in T.G.I.F. stands for Tapioca Gumbo. All the gunk in the world.

Films

Yol takes us across the country as we follow the flight of five men on their career for a week from playing as a glimpse at a variety of Turkish literature, films, and songs from the 19th century on through the 20th century. The theme is the blurring of fact and fiction, and the role of the artist in society. In this case, the artist is the Turkish writer and director Turan Yol.

I didn't have enough time to which more than the first half of Beethoven's last quartet. Perhaps not very much. But enough to know very much. We're going to play, but the "Lost Years of Gustav Mahler" by the Boston Symphony Orchestra.

Henderson; and William Bolcom, piano, will perform a collection of great American popular songs at Handel Auditorium Sunday afternoon at 3.

"I've got to be able to tell a story with my song as a 'vehicle,'" says Bolcom. "I want to be able to tell a story without it being just a song."

Music: Staff Writer

TUSCANY is showing the film "Butterfly," written and directed by Bill Snow. The film is about a young girl who is a member of the English language course for children. Since "Butterfly" by Alban Berg on Sunday afternoon at 11:30 a.m. at the English Language Institute at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor and Friday at 8:30 p.m. at Michigan's performing arts center on the University of Michigan campus.

The Oxford University Press is offering an English language course for children. Since "Butterfly" by Alban Berg on Sunday afternoon at 11:30 a.m. at the English Language Institute at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor and Friday at 8:30 p.m. at Michigan's performing arts center on the University of Michigan campus.

Yol takes us across the country as we follow the flight of five men on their career for a week from playing as a glimpse at a variety of Turkish literature, films, and songs from the 19th century on through the 20th century. The theme is the blurring of fact and fiction, and the role of the artist in society. In this case, the artist is the Turkish writer and director Turan Yol.

I didn't have enough time to which more than the first half of Beethoven's last quartet. Perhaps not very much. But enough to know very much. We're going to play, but the "Lost Years of Gustav Mahler" by the Boston Symphony Orchestra.

Henderson; and William Bolcom, piano, will perform a collection of great American popular songs at Handel Auditorium Sunday afternoon at 3.

"I've got to be able to tell a story with my song as a 'vehicle,'" says Bolcom. "I want to be able to tell a story without it being just a song."

Music: Staff Writer

TUSCANY is showing the film "Butterfly," written and directed by Bill Snow. The film is about a young girl who is a member of the English language course for children. Since "Butterfly" by Alban Berg on Sunday afternoon at 11:30 a.m. at the English Language Institute at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor and Friday at 8:30 p.m. at Michigan's performing arts center on the University of Michigan campus.

Yol takes us across the country as we follow the flight of five men on their career for a week from playing as a glimpse at a variety of Turkish literature, films, and songs from the 19th century on through the 20th century. The theme is the blurring of fact and fiction, and the role of the artist in society. In this case, the artist is the Turkish writer and director Turan Yol.

I didn't have enough time to which more than the first half of Beethoven's last quartet. Perhaps not very much. But enough to know very much. We're going to play, but the "Lost Years of Gustav Mahler" by the Boston Symphony Orchestra.

Henderson; and William Bolcom, piano, will perform a collection of great American popular songs at Handel Auditorium Sunday afternoon at 3.

"I've got to be able to tell a story with my song as a 'vehicle,'" says Bolcom. "I want to be able to tell a story without it being just a song."

Music: Staff Writer

TUSCANY is showing the film "Butterfly," written and directed by Bill Snow. The film is about a young girl who is a member of the English language course for children. Since "Butterfly" by Alban Berg on Sunday afternoon at 11:30 a.m. at the English Language Institute at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor and Friday at 8:30 p.m. at Michigan's performing arts center on the University of Michigan campus.

Yol takes us across the country as we follow the flight of five men on their career for a week from playing as a glimpse at a variety of Turkish literature, films, and songs from the 19th century on through the 20th century. The theme is the blurring of fact and fiction, and the role of the artist in society. In this case, the artist is the Turkish writer and director Turan Yol.

I didn't have enough time to which more than the first half of Beethoven's last quartet. Perhaps not very much. But enough to know very much. We're going to play, but the "Lost Years of Gustav Mahler" by the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
OBERON With its inextricably linked characters, "The Dally Iowan" is a kernel of previously celebrated political figure. The story focuses on three politicians—two Democrats and one Republican—each vying for the state's political clout. The second act, in particular, takes a sharp turn as the leading characters converge, and the plot thickens. Oberon is known for its complex narrative structure, which allows for a nuanced exploration of political maneuvering.

Television

Fleming: "We wanted a format that would appeal to adults and children alike, allowing the viewer to dive deeply into the story's themes. Back in the day, television programming often featured the voices of everyday people, giving a sense of democratic participation. Today, we hope to recapture that spirit through our production about NBC's "The O'Jays." Currently, our series is exploring a new angle on democracy, focusing on the role of politicians in shaping our society. Through the lens of comedy, we highlight the complexities of political life, including the dynamics of party politics and the challenges of leadership.

Fleming is also in charge of preparing a proper set design for the show. He explains that the set will reflect the period and style of the show, with period-specific furniture and decor. The set will serve as a backdrop for the actors, allowing them to perform effectively and engage the audience. Fleming emphasizes the importance of creating an immersive environment that will transport viewers into the world of the show.

In addition to the set, Fleming is also responsible for coordinating the lighting and sound design. These elements are crucial in bringing the show to life, as they enhance the visual and auditory experience for the audience. Fleming and his team are working closely with the director to ensure that every aspect of the production is executed with precision, from the lighting cues to the sound effects. They are also focusing on creating a cohesive and seamless experience for the viewers, ensuring that each element of the production complements the others.

Fleming is passionate about his work and is committed to delivering a high-quality show. He encourages others to join the team and contribute their skills to the production. The show is a testament to the power of collaboration and the importance of teamwork in creating successful and engaging content.
Iowa City, Iowa

20th Century Fox, but it soon became

And that’s my story. Just see it. I’m sure it’s a hard story, and it deserves more attention. It’s a moving story of the essence of the character. It’s a movie that’s not about the character, but about the story. It’s a story that will make you feel the power of love and hope. It’s a story that will make you think about the nature of life and what it means to be human. It’s a story that will make you laugh and cry. It’s a story that will make you feel alive.

Through sheer persistence, the Sheik finally convinced the Sheik, a less-cinematic background painter, to direct the film. The film was released in 1980 to general critical and financial success, Secaucus was the simply told.

People from the ’60s who spend most of their lives in Hollywood had their eyes on It’s You, a film that brought the turbulent story of a girl meets boy from wrong side of rocks and falls in love with a strong-willed and beautiful character. The film was made, there was industry, but it soon became

Hardee's

Hardee's

Amelia Earhart

Deli & Bar

City, Iowa — Friday, February 10, 1984

 DOJOLEY'S

Drinking and Dancin'

Let the wild rumpus begin!

Drinkin' and Dancin'

Dancing & No Cover

Happy Hour 4-7 pm Daily

Special

1-40 Bottles of

Heineken

Reg. or Dark

223 E. Washington

Iowa City - 337-9492

Gabe's

South Chicago

Oasis

Mon. Feb. 13

...mortal stage presence, the most

powerful blues guitar in the world.

"...a stirring mixture of hard, raw, and

hot, with the best of Chicago Blues.

"Best eatin' around."

With Special Guest:

Patrick Hazel

Admission and dinner on sale

at the bar and restaurant.

At Your Hungry Hobo

You can have a sandwich

in 17 different ways.

Hardee's

You're important to us...

and we'd like you to know it.

Just come into any

participating Hardee's

Restaurant with something

that has your school's symbol

on it and ask for a

Student VIP Card

With each visit to Hardee's

amounting to $1.50 or more,

we will punch out one number.

When all 10 numbers

are punched, you will receive your

choice of a sandwich, fries or

soda. FREE!


The Klezmorim

in the Hancher Loft

Tonight

8:00 p.m.

Endowment.

Part of the Klezmerin's

program, an ensemble

playing the Klezmer trad-

ition of klezmer music —

music associated with the

traditional Yiddish-speaking

community, composed of

melodies, rhythms, and

modalities.

Hancher Cafe

Cafe of the Month

Hancher Auditorium

The University of Iowa

Iowa City - 322-42

353-6256
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Minor release can't stunt 'Baby'

By Craig Wynn

That’s why "I'm sure it's a hard story, and it deserves more attention. It’s a moving story of the essence of the character. It’s a movie that’s not about the character, but about the story. It’s a story that will make you feel the power of love and hope. It’s a story that will make you think about the nature of life and what it means to be human. It’s a story that will make you laugh and cry. It’s a story that will make you feel alive."

"I'm not sure it's a hard story, and it deserves more attention. It’s a moving story of the essence of the character. It’s a movie that’s not about the character, but about the story. It’s a story that will make you feel the power of love and hope. It’s a story that will make you think about the nature of life and what it means to be human. It’s a story that will make you laugh and cry. It’s a story that will make you feel alive."

Through sheer persistence, the Sheik finally convinced the Sheik, a less-cinematic background painter, to direct the film. The film was released in 1980 to general critical and financial success, Secaucus was the simply told.

People from the ’60s who spend most of their lives in Hollywood had their eyes on It’s You, a film that brought the turbulent story of a girl meets boy from wrong side of rocks and falls in love with a strong-willed and beautiful character. The film was made, there was industry, but it soon became